
Queer Poetry By Definition
CHERRY SMYTH

T
he word ‘queer’ was grasped as a proud thistle in the nineteen eighties largely in response
to the homophobia and indifference to the HIV/ AIDS emergency; and as a rallying cry
against Clause 28, a British law that made it illegal to discuss (ie ‘promote’) homosexuality

in schools or publicly-funded groups. It eschewed the positive imagery campaigns that attempted
to make gay and lesbian ‘lifestyles’ more acceptable to the hetero mainstream, and developed a
strategy that was unapologetic, sexual and raging. Its sexually bold aesthetic welcomed anyone who
renounced the privileges of heteronormativity and was willing to call themselves queer regardless
of their sexual object choice. It created a cultural and activist explosion: a giant, liberating wave of
energised belonging led by artists and writers such as Karen Finley, Essex Hemphill, Derek Jarman
and Eileen Myles.

Queer poetry strived to define itself differently from lesbian and gay poetry in its politics,
linguistics, address and audience. As Amy King explains in ‘The What Else of Queer Poetry’: “A
queer poetry is the province to surpass identity... to open to the other scary self I think I am not
and find another way to be.” Queer promised a way to inhabit shame as well as ‘gay pride’ and re-
eroticise the lesbian and gay body. In her scintillating essay, ‘Hanging Out Beneath Orlando’s Oak
Tree, or Towards a Queer British Poetry’, Sophie Mayer puts it: “To be queer is to look with new-
fangled eyes at the body”and indeed proclaim it as a site of politicised experience.

More than twenty years later, the definition between gay and lesbian, and queer, has blurred
and the category of queer gained a different kind of fluidity. By the nineteen nineties when queer
had become assimilated to market white gay male culture and commodities, the term LGBT
(lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender) became a common shorthand, one that I suspect makes it
easier for heterosexuals to avoid uttering the word ‘lesbian’, but a term that tries for more
inclusivity. Mayer suggests that queer remains a radical tool in the US. While poets, she argues,
were intrinsic to liberation struggles like the Civil Rights Movement in the States, poetry in
Britain is embedded in the establishment. She bemoans the lack of sexual explicitness in British
poetry, saying,“We’re here, we’re queer – but that here is circumscribed, crypto-queer in code and
wink” and argues convincingly that queer visibility is hijacked by “the subtle censorship of
sexuality, the coy refusal of pronouns, the curtailing of inappropriate emotions, the implicit
suppression of political speech”. A queer poet laureate? I don’t think so.

So what is queer poetry? Is it defined by same-sex object choice, by self-appellation, by its
reader, its LGBT themes, its confrontational erotics and/or its language and aesthetics? Queer
poets have long sought out alternative venues such as clubs, galleries and festivals, and circulated
their work through zines, chapbooks, and online and print-on-demand outlets, sustaining a
vibrant, if poor, subculture. Chroma Magazine, edited by Shaun Levin and various poetry editors,
2004-10, published new and known queer writers and poets, and ran a successful queer poetry
competition. But does publication by a more mainstream poetry press signal a dilution of the
queer sensibility of protest? Can frankness be expressed without sexual explicitness? 

What is striking about Maitreyabandhu’s first pamphlet, The Bond, 2011, is the sequence of
poems about his gay relationship from the age of eight to sixteen years with a boy called Stephen.
Maitreyabandhu sets up the coded illicitness of an ongoing queer encounter that had to remain
secret against the nascent sexual desire of the child and teenager he was. In ‘The Dam’,
Maitreyabandhu exploits the pastoral lyric tradition of the mill, the brook, “the leaning trees” to
lead the reader softly towards the hiding place where the boys “spread our coats out on the
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ground”. The fearful shame is brilliantly evoked by the line: “(I never took the dogs; I couldn’t bear
/ for them to watch.)”, while in ‘The Name’ (forthcoming in The Crumb Road) the boys seem to
become meek and tender animals. The adult narrator says that he cannot remember the nasty
name he called Stephen, the name he was chased and hit for calling, but he does remember “you /
climbing up the kitchen stairs, naked / on your hands and knees, and me following.” I hardly know
which words are more shocking: “kitchen stairs on your hands and knees” or “naked”. The
narrator has named himself.

The guilt that poetry helps us to write our way out of is also present in Jay Bernard’s work. In
‘Punishment’ (English Breakfast, 2011) Bernard writes about the time her mother found her diary
and read that her daughter had called her a bitch.

‘Since you are so big,’ she said, shaking the diary,

‘let me remind you that it is my pussy you came from.’

The mother then presses the daughter under her skirt:

I closed my eyes and felt my forehead press against the familiar – 

something like wet of me, of looser spores, unexpectedly dry,

smelling of wet. ‘Since you are so big,’ she said,

‘let me remind you –’ and she told me with her body

that I was her child...

Bernard, like Maitreyabandhu, queers her childhood memory, taking the shamful hatred
associated with female genitalia to imagine a visceral journey inside the mother’s body to the
source of her birth. The poem gives the poet a way to celebrate her mother’s strength and self-love,
and her own, born through her.

In ‘Yogjakarta’ Bernard pushes form to describe the gap between sexual desire and
experience: the gap the narrator wants closed:

give me it, she did –

the sting , I have wanted it,

I have spent, maybe five, maybe ten

years     waiting to be prised...

it’s newness is

feeling full , or going deaf

underwater  , every sense

re-centred , your gut is hollow....

why fear , what you started?

The narrator’s unsureness judders through the halting fragmented lineation and the discrete
imagery. The poem’s title recalls the Yogjakarta Principles of 2006 when full LGBT equality rights
were confirmed in human rights legislation and, as the narrator considers that how she is defined
would be punishable by death in Yemen, opening up the narrative to the wider global
problematisation of queer love.

Slovenian poet Anja Golob also explores the gap between self-image and how one is seen.
When having sex, the narrator experiences herself as alien as well as intimate, monstrous as much
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as tender and the articulations of these poignantly awkward ambivalences queer it for me. “She
did not know I was a glow-worm but also had / long tentacles and a wax nest” she writes in ‘Light
Comes From Beneath’ (Vesa V Zgibi, 2013). The poet goes on to describe the ache of wanting to
be known while already experiencing inadequacy and the fear of its exposure.

It is written on my fingertips, but she did not notice.

It could be that I carry in my hands whatever it is she may love,

But it is more likely that I only have a flint stone and a handful of

dry wood

And do not know how to use them to make them be fire.

In his forthcoming Turtlemen, Andra Simons also uses the powerful image of the mythical
other – the turtleman – to denote his own strangeness. In ‘78/04’ he travels between his childhood
in Bermuda and adult London life, building his queer self out of his father’s swimming and his
mother’s clothes to emerge, displaced out of his watery, tropical element but whole, knowing and
resilient, for he has mastered the trick of how to “drown long enough”:

1978

whale boy / playing dead on the surface / flotsam floating out into the world made of

television lights / drowning is a game based on time / my father rises out of the water / he

has found the perfection in drowning / [...] like granny’s superstitions he rises / [...] a

positive dance through the negative space I swallow / “you gotta learn to not kick at the

water” / become Turtlemen

2004

I cut me mother’s skirt and make underwear

I wear them at popular London aquariums

Where I wait for wild men to dive

Crack my shell    a reflection of neon light on the surface tension

I lost my home a long time ago

Turtlemen know how to drown

Long enough to crawl out onto the night beach [...]

In ‘Swallowing Shorelines’, the sexual act leaves the narrator yearning as he senses the lover’s
own distaste as he withdraws. Both “inside” and “outside”, “within” and “without” are
interchanged as the narrator speaks of sex as a kind of poison and the separation that he knows
will ensue.

“Hold this stone in your mouth.” I bite down 

while he removes me from within like an 

allergy to the stars, like a toxin from the blood.

It is these tiny operations during which I fall.

“I can see the horizon just beyond your back,”

he says. Wanting more from the promising light,

I reach for the edge of his bed, respire and rise 

toward the glow, a yearning outside.
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Sophie Mayer’s eight-part sequence Incarnadine delivers the wonderful, adventurous, direct
and blisteringly funny voice of Medusa, a 6-9 year old intersex child whose mother, Cetys,
discovers her enlarged clitoris when she’s getting changed for a swim. Mayer invents an
extraordinary sea-world, full of the punning and metaphoric richness of ambiguous and
amphibious desire as a way to explore the chaotic feelings of a “little girl who had a little curl” and
unruly sea-weedy hair. She was a “pigwolf, both goat and troll” she decides as her mother tries to
pluck her chin.

No mention had been made of girls 

with beards so maybe she was becoming a man. Or better yet, a

witch. Or goat, or god, or even a mussel.

The wobbly awe of puberty hitting early is captured in loose, mostly long lines, casual diction
and immense rhythmic control.

Even underwater

she’s a nuclear sun, bloody shark-bait

in a toosmall swimsuit. Hairs 

and nipples everywhere! If this is sprouting, then

she’s sprouting like a Venus Fly-Trap or 

that plant which flowers once 

a century and stinks of carrion.

She’s nine years old and bleeding [...]

This is a bold, rollicking, clever and compassionate intersexual ballad with the wit and colour
of an anime cartoon.

Caroline Bergvall calls herself a plurilingual, “binational, dispersed, ssipated [sic], French
hyphen Norwegian writer” (Cropper, 2008). In her painful, passionate and urgent prose poem,
‘Croup’, Bergvall describes how writing in French deserted her after she was forbidden to see her
teenage lover who bestowed the ability to speak: “Voila, she led me to the river, eau eau pressed me
down lifted my electric / brass [...] up-chemised / my shirt [...] couchd me safely / profoundly on
this earth. Then placed a lump of saliva / on my tongue, and gave me language.” Bergvall’s love
letter is found and the consequences mute her: “Nonono came the voices choral came the laws. /
Loud vrbl hindrances, they tear through my mystries. Nono / no body be languaged sexd in this
way, a crowd moves in.” Her behaviour is policed, monitored. “How will I love –”. Later through
“conflicted blonging”, “I could pass for someone, b perfectly dismulated...” until the sound of
words, the aural pleasure grows and “riting resumes a root”.

In relation to poets like Bergvall, Professor Susan Rudy argues for “poetries of enactment”
where radical experimentation in language and form constantly challenges and renews
perspective and categorisation. As Rudy suggests that queer in Bergvall’s work refers not only to
same-sex object choice or even to the fluidity of gender and sexuality, but also to what Bergvall
calls “the open mesh of possibilities, lapses and excesses of meaning” that are rendered through
this way of writing.

Is it something about being the other, being taught self-denial and self-hatred that makes
queer poets alert to the consequences and cruelty of making someone the despised other? What I
am increasingly drawn to in anthologies and collections by queer poets is an ethical poetry, a
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poetry that tries to inhabit the multiple other, the oppressed other from the painful experience of
having been othered. This seems to open the way towards a poetry of compassion and empathy
which returns queer to its original ant-discriminatory, fiery and important impulse.

Bergvall speaks of “the scrupulousness of poetry” by “a kind of fighter who doesn’t fight by
definition” (Fig, 2005). So let’s not fight over definition. Keep it open. Keep it scrupulous.

Thanks to Nina Rapi for discussions around this essay.

Cherry Smyth is the author of three poetry collections, includingTest,Orange (Pindrop Press, 2012). She is also an art
critic.
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